
 

 

Notes from the Editor 

 

The opening of the Atlantic Bubble feels like getting a big 

hug.  Since the arrival of Covid on our doorsteps, there has 

not been a shortage of conversational topics.  How long 

will this pandemic last, how are you coping, what is your 

opinion on wearing masks, when will Donald Trump finally 

get his messaging right?  These are just some of the topics 

which sparked spirited discussions, particularly the latter.  

 

Happily, the creation of the Atlantic Bubble has led to more 

hopeful conversations.  Many staycations are being 

planned and anticipated.  Over the past several years, a 

large percentage of our folks have chosen to take a break 

from winter and head south for a few weeks and ELCO’s 

vacation schedules became equally staggered between 

summer and winter requests.  The Atlantic Bubble has 

already led to many summertime vacation requests.  As 

always, our supervisors will try their best to honour 

everyone’s wishes but a little patience and flexibility may 

be necessary. 

 

As the issue of “Black Lives Matter” has recently been 

extensively reported on all types of media, my heart was 

wounded this month in a way that I didn’t anticipate.  I have 

a sweet, smart, kind and gentle 8-year-old great nephew.  

After spending the day in warm summer sun, he told his 

Mom he hoped he would not get any browner as he was 

afraid he would be arrested by the police.  You see, my 

nephew is of East Indian decent.  Many of us spend hours 

in the sun trying to attain a skin colour as lovely as his.  

Where many see beauty, others see something else.  I long 

for the day when we all become colour blind.  In the 

meantime, I don’t know the right words to say to ease my 

nephew’s mind. 

 

Your laugh of the day: Angie pointed out to me that 

Trump’s conclusion of “If we don’t test, we won’t have any 

cases” is as silly as saying, “If I don’t take a pregnancy test, 

then I am not pregnant, crisis adverted!” 

 

Until next month, Gennie 

   
 
 
 Until next month, Angie Kainola, Craig Isenor, Peter Dillman, Tyler White, Mark  
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Notes from the Safety Committee 

 

2020 in Review 

  Jan 0 lost time 0 medical aid 

  Feb 0 lost time 0 medical aid 

  Mar 0 lost time 1 medical aid 

  Apr 0 lost time 0 medical aid 

  May 0 lost time 0 medical aid 

  June 0 lost time 0 medical aid 

 

We are starting to come out on the other side of the 

COVID-19 pandemic.  It is important to keep in mind 

that as restrictions continue to be lifted, social 

distancing is now here to stay for the foreseeable future.  

Let’s not get complacent with this important safety 

measure as it’s the best way to not find ourselves knee 

deep in a second wave of COVID-19. 

 

In light of COVID-19, we still aren’t holding our group 

safety meetings.  We will resume them as soon as it’s 

safe to do so. 

 

We’re a few days away from July 1.  Summer is officially 

here.  Remember your sunscreen, hats, and stay 

hydrated when working in the sun and hot 

temperatures.  When you are celebrating this summer, 

please always remember to make arrangements for a 

sober drive to & from your event.  There really is never 

a justifiable reason to drive under the influence 

(regardless of your substance of choice).  Be safe out 

there, always. 

 

If you see a safety hazard or have a safety concern, 

please speak with your direct supervisor or safety 

committee representative. 

 

Until next month, Nick Miller, Darren Isenor, Don Isenor, 

Craig Isenor, Mark Wilber and Angie Kainola 
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Wood N You Like To Know 

  Notes from the President, con’t 

Why does this matter? It matters because the Nova 

Scotia Department of Environment’s job is to ensure 

that industrial activity, like the running of a pulp mill, 

is safe and conducted to acceptable environmental 

standards.  In this case, the NS Government 

commissioned independent research and then 

concealed the findings.  The NS Department of 

Environment then allowed a divisive, and at times 

violent, conflict to erupt in Pictou County between 

residents, fishermen, First Nations communities and 

foresters centered on the potential risk the mill’s 

treated effluent was having and would have on the 

important local lobster fishery.  They allowed this to 

happen all the while hiding independent results of 

scientific studies that would have provided much 

needed and valid information to the local dialogue.  

They hid the actual information from the public while 

they proclaimed there wasn’t enough science-based 

information to make a positive decision on the future 

of Northern Pulp and the Nova Scotia Forest Industry.  

The direct result was the shutdown of Northern Pulp.  

 

Imagine, the livelihoods of a huge number of families 

unsympathetically discarded by a Provincial 

Department. A Department so intent on killing the 

forestry sector they were willing to hide a definitive 

report that showed no negative impact from Northern 

Pulp’s operations on the ecosystem of 

Northumberland Strait.  

 

How can the Premier and the Minister allow one 

department to impose such a negative impact on an 

industry? The Premier said time and time again that 

decisions concerning the future of Northern Pulp 

would be science based.  Is that why the Department 

was hiding this report?  It is time for the Minister and 

Premier to get control of the Department of 

Environment and create an independent, unbiased 

path for Northern Pulp to develop a new Effluent 

Treatment Facility and reinvigorate a healthy forestry 

sector for the people of Nova Scotia. 

 

Until next month, Robin 

 

 

 

Notes from the President 

I sent the letter printed below to the Editor the Chronicle 

Herald and to allNovaScotia.  There is no guarantee it 

will be printed and by the time this newsletter went to 

print it had not appeared in either publication.  In my 

opinion the media is not generally supportive of industry 

issues.  Northern Pulp continues to ensure the orderly 

hibernation, care and maintenance of the mill facility in 

anticipation it may be able to be restarted sometime in 

the future.  Northern Pulp is also working with the 

Province of Nova Scotia to find a way forward that is 

reasonable.  With no market for pulpwood, the supply of 

logs to the sawmills is starting to dry up from private 

woodlands.  This will add pressure to cut more from 

crown land.  To date, we are unsure of the level 

cooperation from the Nova Scotia government.  This is a 

huge issue and we will try to keep you informed of the 

industry’s progress. 

 

Letter to the Editor 

What happens when a government makes a promise to 

follow the science, when they do not like the science? 

Last week, I was surprised to learn about a report 

commissioned by the Government of Nova Scotia and 

conducted by Dalhousie’s top Environmental Professor 

Tony Walker.  The report looked at whether there were 

any impacts on the Northumberland Strait from the 

operation of the Northern Pulp mill for the last 50+ 

years. The study concludes no negative impacts from the 

operation of the mill.  Zip, zero, zilch.  The study found 

the health of the species and ecosystem in the 

Northumberland Strait were the same wherever they 

were measured, near or far away from Boat Harbour, and 

no accumulation of any chemicals were present. That is 

great news.  It’s also science-based research that is 

consistent with the separate, independent research 

conducted by St. FX Ecology professor Jim Williams. 

 

So why was I surprised?  It wasn’t the results.  Although 

I am sure some will go after Tony Walker’s work the way 

they went after Jim Williams and try to discredit it. The 

reason I was surprised is because the Government of 

Nova Scotia, our own government, had this report and 

chose to keep it hidden. 
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 Notes from Woodlands, con’t 

 

Perhaps soon I will drag everyone away from the Wi-Fi 

and encourage a real camping experience. Anyway, 

although we had to cancel the New Brunswick trip as it 

was scheduled for early July with too much uncertainty, 

I am happy to say it looks like our Prince Edward Island 

trip will be a go.  With the recent announcement, the 

family is now very excited to be able to get together 

for our annual trip, and I will admit, so am I. 

 

In a couple weeks, we will be moving harvest 

operations into the Pockwock Water Shed where Beaver 

Dam Enterprises will begin working on a 200-acre 

commercial thinning block. Some of you may 

remember last summer our involvement with a water 

quality study in the Pockwock watershed led by David 

Foster from Dalhousie University.  Last summer, 

Beaver Dam Enterprises executed two separate harvest 

prescriptions, a retention harvest where a small 

amount of trees are left scattered throughout the 

block, and a group selection harvest where patches are 

harvested that are ready for harvest while retaining 

areas to grow.  This summer will present a third 

treatment, a commercial thinning.  In this case, a 

younger (45 or so years old) uniform spruce stand will 

be thinned, targeting any declining or deformed trees 

first, which in turn will allow room for the remaining 

trees to increase growth rate and overall quality of the 

stand. We are quite eager to be involved with this 

project and the opportunity to show some possible 

benefits responsible forest management can have on 

water quality. 

 

We will keep you posted.  Until next month, 

 

Jason and the Woodlands Team 

 

Notes from Sales 

 

I stopped at a local hardware store last night on my way 

home to pick up stain for my deck.  The shelves were 

bare so I stopped and asked the “paint experts” if they 

could assist.  They politely said they didn’t have stain 

in stock and had no idea when they would be receiving 

more.  They anticipate it would be another month 

before the next shipment.  Obviously, everyone had the 

same idea; take the time to do things around the house 

since they’re not running to the baseball diamond, 

soccer pitch or traveling out of province. 

 

This very reason is why I feel the lumber market is 

extremely strong right now.  Leading the way in 

demand is 8’ and 10’ lengths.  Weekend warriors can 

transport these lengths much easier in their cars and 

therefore, use these lengths to do renovations.  Treated 

lumber is also in high demand with most local treaters 

(Goodfellow & Marwood) scrambling to source white 

wood in order to keep up with increased demand. 

 

This all leads to good mill returns and a healthy order 

file; and of course, big smiles from sawmills. 

 

Until next month; stay safe.  Joel McLaggan, Eacan 

Timber 

 

Notes from Woodlands 

 

I was quite pleased to hear our Atlantic provincial 

governments decided to form an Atlantic bubble and 

open our borders to allow travel without the fourteen-

day self-isolation requirement.  As my family usually 

does, we booked two out-of-province camping trips 

this summer.  One in Prince Edward Island, and one in 

New Brunswick.  First, to avoid any scrutiny as some 

reading this know what my camping trips look like, I 

would technically not classify what we do as camping. 

Just to be clear, my definition of camping does not 

include air conditioning and my son having a flat screen 

TV mounted in his “camping” room.  But hey, as far as 

he is concerned you only know what you know. 
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Notes from Peter Dillman’s Corner, con’t 

 

No Relation to Bobby Hull or Brett Hull 

 

Austin Hull has joined us here at ELCO. That's H-U-

L-L. I know this because Austin spelled it for me after 

he told me his name.  He’s not related to Bobby or 

Brett but he is to Eddie Hull who happens to be his 

grandfather and a pretty good dart player as I know 

him from the legion. Austin’s timing of coming to 

work couldn't of come at a better time as we started 

the week off on 2x4 and as each day passed and as 

the temperature rose we increased our size to 2x12 

on Friday as we hovered around the 40 degree mark.  

Funny how they work things out in the Shipping 

Department.  Austin never missed a beat as he held 

his own.  It doesn’t get much worse than that Austin, 

so I would have to say you passed the test.  We were 

all so pumped with our productivity that we came in 

and worked Saturday as well.  Let’s hope for a little 

cooler weather. 

 

How to Fill the Covid-19 Downtime 

 

Slowly but surely, we are coming out of our Covid 

lockdown if you will.  It’s been a long and trying road 

we have travelled, but as I mentioned, things are 

looking up as restrictions begin to loosen.  We now 

can all sit in the lunchroom.  We have access once 

again to our water cooler as well as the fridge and 

microwaves. I’m sure the bathroom will soon follow 

suit and be reopening (just kidding for those of you 

that don't know the difference). I, for one, saw a lot 

of the province that I hadn't seen before.  I had a lot 

of downtime as I didn’t have to work at the Legion 

because it was closed.  Maggie and I went somewhere 

every Saturday for a drive and had a lot of laughs 

along the way.  Life is what you make of it people.  

Stay safe and wash your hands! 

 

 

Notes from Peter Dillman’s Corner 

 

Who is TLRI? 

 

I’ve been able (when I haven't been working Saturdays 

here at ELCO) to get out a couple of times for golf.  No 

place fancy like OAKFIELD or the like, but I have gotten 

out.  I’ve been pleasantly surprised with how I’ve shot.  

So much so that I’m gonna say I’m gonna break 100 

this year. I feel that good about my game.  Speaking 

of 100, a friend of mine is gonna be half that I believe 

in July with an upcoming birthday (that would be 50 

for those of you that failed basic math).  I’m not 

positive, but I believe TLRI is gonna be 50 big ones on 

the July 13th.  In case I don't see you, Happy Birthday 

and B.A.G.G.  LOL 

 

Oakfield vs Water 

 

I want to take a second and apologize to my buddy 

Craig Isenor as I unintentionally upset him earlier this 

month.  I asked Craig to thank Gennie from all of us 

for the bottled water.  He informed me that he was the 

one who picked it up.  So, once again, sorry and thank 

you Craig for picking us up the water.  It meant a lot 

to us.  I don't know where you found the time to do it.  

Was it on your way back from Oakfield or wherever?  It 

really doesn’t matter; it just matters you found the 

time for us.  You’re the best. 
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June 50/50 

June 5  Jason Isenor 

June 12 Justin Isenor 

June 19 Matthew Works 

June 26 Warren Hirtle 

 

July Birthdays 

 

Jason Barr  July 15 

Gordie Beaman July 29 

Rob Himelman  July 17 

Austin Hull  July 7 

Tara Isenor  July 13 

Angela Kainola July 22 

Nick Miller  July 2 

Stephen Molnar July 6 

 

 

 

June Anniversaries 

 

John Ashley  40 years 

Leslie Isenor  30 years 

Dwight Isenor  21 years 

Owen Isenor  3 years 

Jon Molnar  11 years 

Shawn Preeper  32 years 

Stephen Thompson 47 years 

 

 

 


